Thank you for joining 100 For All’s Change 4 Change fundraiser and helping us to provide clean water solutions to schools in Eastern Bali, Indonesia.

Through your efforts your school will directly fund and impact hundreds of students, keeping them healthy and in the classroom.

Have 4 separate containers labeled by grade. For example, if your high school includes grades 9-12 then the labels would be 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th... etc. Place containers in a central location (eg. the main office) where students can directly drop off change or alternatively, teachers can collect change in an envelope in the mornings and send them to the office to be deposited into the container.

Choose a duration for the competition, we recommend around seven days but have worked with month-long campaigns.

Count the change collected and announce the winner! The winning grade will receive a video from the school directly impacted by their efforts and will begin the Next Gen Pen Pal program.